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Student
falls from
fifth floor of
Miller Hall

Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
A University of Montana
student remained hospitalized
Wednesday evening after falling
off the roof outside the fifth floor
study lounge of Miller Hall.
Jim Lemcke, director of the
UM Office of Public Safety, said
the student was locked out of his
dorm room at about 10 a.m. and
fell when he attempted to cross
the narrow ledge outside the
study lounge window to re-enter
through his dorm window. The
student, who was not identified,
hit the flat roof hanging over the
Miller Hall entrance on Arthur
Avenue three stories below.
The student was taken to St.
Patrick Hospital.
UM freshman Eric Michael,
who lives one room down from
the injured student, said he saw
him leave the bathroom on the
fifth floor after taking a shower
Wednesday morning before returning to find his room locked.
The fifth floor of the co-ed dorm
is made up of single rooms. Michael said the student tried to get
the RA to help him get back into
his room, but didn’t get an answer
at the RA’s dorm room.
Residence hall front desks are
usually open by 9 a.m. on weekday mornings. Miller Hall staffers
said Wednesday night that they
were instructed not to answer any
questions about the day’s events.
Mitchell Reid, another freshman living on the dorm’s fifth
floor, said that after hearing
about the incident that morning,
he looked out the window of the
fourth floor and saw the student
laying on the flat roof below,
wearing nothing but a pair of boxers in the chilly morning air.
“He looked quite pale. It was
freezing cold outside,” Reid said.
Firefighters extended a ladder from fire trucks on Arthur
Avenue to lower the student from
the roof down to paramedics on
the ground. Reid said the student
was lying motionless on his side,
though his feet were moving. The
injured student was placed on a
stretcher before he was lowered
from the roof.
“The moment they picked him
up to put him on the (stretcher),
he started screaming,” Reid said.
Ron Brunell, director of Residence Life, said students have
been injured attempting to climb
up or around buildings on campus
before. Last year, a female had to
be hospitalized after falling off

See MILLER, page 6
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Junior Megan Ravenscraft and Eric Leinonen, a fifth year student on his “victory lap,” fill out casting applications for MTV’s “The Real World” Wednesday at the Press
Box. “I’m wearing my mountain climbing outfit to show them what Montana is really about,” said Ravenscraft, sporting a helmet, fairy wings, a green tutu and bear mace.

Popular MTV reality series calls on Missoula
Josh Potter
Justin Franz
Montana Kaimin
This is the true story of eight
strangers picked to live in paradise, work together and have their
lives taped.
But that’s not until later. Before filming the show, MTV, along
with Bunim-Murry productions
and an army of volunteer and staff
casting assistants, thumb through
thousands of photos, interview
tapes and contracts.
That process came to the Press
Box in Missoula Wednesday afternoon as students and locals came
out to see if they had a shot at being on the 24th season of the popular reality TV series “The Real
World.”
Being that this is Missoula, the
crowd – clad in skin-tight Hurley

shirts and UGG boots – was mostly subdued and humble about its
chances.
“I don’t even know what’s going on in ‘The Real World,’” said
Shandielle DeLoge’ Harshbarger,
a 21-year-old bartender at the Top
Hat.
But the line between the world
captured by cameras in sleek lofts
and coastal mansions and the
world where people hang out in
bars on a Wednesday afternoon
became a little blurry yesterday
afternoon.
It’s no secret that the show whittles down a week’s worth of drama
into an hour slot on MTV’s primetime lineup. Yet the folks loitering
around the Press Box, filling out a
sheet that was more like an online
dating bio page than a contractual
waiver, all seemed to agree that no

“

Everyone gets in fights, they
sleep with each other.

”

Shandielle DeLoge’ Harshbarger, 21-year-old bartender

matter how fake the edited version
is, the months of unaired life that
take place in “The Real World”
house are nothing short of reality.
“There’s just chaos everywhere,” Harshbarger said, adding
that there’s nothing different about
that chaos than life outside of TV.
“Everyone gets in fights, they
sleep with each other,” she said.
Erin Gjefle came to the same
conclusion. She was waiting patiently for her name to be called at

a table littered with the remnants
of other hopefuls’ pre-interview
drinking binge.
“The life that you get to live is
real,” she said.
She wasn’t even planning on
going to the auditions until a friend
convinced her, but despite the fact
that she doesn’t even like the show,
she said she realized that the eight
people who end up in front of the

See REAL WORLD, page 6

Health care bills could affect college-aged Americans
Kimball Bennion
Montana Kaimin
The debate over health care reform in the United States is convoluted and messy, but provisions
in both the House and Senate bills
should give students a few reasons
to pay attention.
According to the two bills,
one of the ways Congress plans
to pay for providing coverage for
America’s 46 million uninsured is
through fines against those who
choose not to buy insurance.
University of Montana political
science professor Jeffrey Greene
said that penalty could fall largely
on young people.
Although UM students are

required to have some form of
health insurance while at school, a
large number of young people who
aren’t in school, or are just out of
school, are among the 13 million
Americans between the ages of 19
and 29 without health insurance.
A number of factors explain
this gap. Young people aren’t as
likely to face serious illnesses and
usually aren’t offered employerbased coverage. If Congress were
to pass a bill that would mandate
all Americans to buy insurance,
young adults would be one of the
largest groups that would have to
make that decision.
Other proposals would also
affect younger populations. The

Senate bill includes wellness incentives that would allow companies to more than double penalties
against employees who don’t pass
medical evaluations. These incentives would likely ratchet up pressure for those who smoke or are
overweight.
The incentives are a bi-partisan
effort and seem to have taken a
backseat in the overall debate. But
since many of the effects of smoking and bad eating habits aren’t felt
until later in life, Greene said the
government is aiming these incentives at the young.
“They want to save money by
forcing you all to live healthier
while you’re young,” Greene said.

“They’re really, really coming
down on America’s young people.”
The bills are in their embryonic
stages and it may be a while before
any of the proposals take effect, if
at all, which can make the progress of this debate hard to follow,
Greene said.
“We really don’t know what’s
going to come out the other end of
the sausage factory,” he said.
It’s been a long road and no
one’s sure where it will end up
yet, Greene said. Heated town hall
meetings last summer, the threat
of a filibuster from Independent
Senator Joe Lieberman last month,

See HEALTH, page 12
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EDITORIAL

Allison Maier, Editor
Three relatively reasonable
friends of mine tried out for “The
Real World” when its casting
crew hit Missoula yesterday. The
awful part is that I can honestly
picture any of them on that show.
The really awful part is that I’ve
watched that show. Whole episodes. More than once.
Late Tuesday night, a co-worker caught me watching an episode
of “The Real World: Brooklyn”
on my computer under the admittedly weak pretense that I was
doing “research” for this editorial. He took one look at the 20-

The

Confessions of a reality TV addict
somethings whispering nonsense
to each other in a questionably
trendy nightclub and said, “This
is disgusting.”
“Oh yeah, it’s totally disgusting,” I said, and turned up the
volume.
Practically any manifestation
of reality show is a shameless display of everything I hate: ignorant
arrogance, blatant gender stereotypes, humorless humor, frivolous drama and sheer stupidity. I
don’t disagree with anyone who
says they reflect poorly on the
kind of people we have become
and substantiate all that is wrong
with America today.
I was tempted to say something to that extent myself. But
whenever I sat down to write, I
kept getting caught on the fact
that I’m guilty of watching practically every show I could use as an
example of trashy TV.

When it comes to reality television, there’s a distinct difference between the way my logical
mind responds and the way my
unthinking self reacts. I’ll see a
commercial for something absurd on the Oxygen network and
think, “Nobody is ever going to
watch that. It’s complete garbage”
before programming it into my
DVR. I reached one of the lowest
points of my life last year when
I watched every single episode of
“Paris Hilton’s My New BFF.”
When I let people in on this
deep, dark secret of mine, I receive a lot of disgusted responses.
What they don’t realize is that
I’m already completely ashamed
by my behavior. I felt guilty during those entire 42 minutes I was
watching “The Real World,” but I
still couldn’t stop.
Like a true addict, I spend a lot
of time bargaining.

modern common sense of thing
account. He does, surprisingly, own a computer
(which could, as far as I
know, still operate under
MS-DOS), but will only use
it to sporadically play Solitaire.
As someone who, for all
intents and purposes, lives
online, this initially struck
me as utterly blasphemous.
Neglecting to take advantage of this wonderful technological tool seems not
only stupid, but like culturally shooting yourself in the
foot.
When confronted with
my raving Internet fanaticism and a demand as to
“what the hell is his problem?” George responded
with a scarily practical answer: “I don’t have anything
against the Internet, I just
don’t need it.”
My knee-jerk response
is to call bullshit. Everyone needs the Internet. Every semi-productive person
who has an extra $10 lying
around at the end of every
month, at least.
“Why do I need e-mail?”
he asked me, with no hint of
condescension or joking in
his voice. The only time he
has regretted not having an
e-mail address is when he
couldn’t sign up for the Taco
John’s fan club without one.
Let me impress that

George is not dumb. He
reads the Iowa City PressCitizen every day and occasionally glances over USA
Today. He watches enough
television. He isn’t necessarily uninformed; he just
doesn’t use the Internet to
garner whatever information he might be seeking.
George has voluntarily
removed himself from a
global revolution, and it
boggles my mind that he
does not, somehow, feel
left out. As a 24-year-old, I
imagine virtually all of his
friends have a registered
Facebook account, know
how hackneyed LOLCats
are and understand how
painful getting Rick-Rolled
is. I also wonder how he
watches porn, since paying
for porn is almost as antiquated as paying for music.
Internet culture is steadily leeching its way into general popular culture, and I
would feel stupid if someone
quipped about Tay Zonday
and I didn’t know that they
were talking about “Chocolate Rain.” I don’t know
why, but I would.
Stunned by George’s
seemingly primitive, backward lifestyle, I began to
wonder how I would fare
without this entity that de-

vours most of my free time.
I frantically racked my brain
for a defense. Why do I need
the Internet so badly? Why
do I automatically consider
it to be so tremendously critical to my life? I desperately
attempted to justify spending such a ludicrous amount
of time in the cyber realm,
but ultimately came up empty-handed.
When it comes down
to it, I, in essence, use the
World Wide Web to watch
animations of Bob Barker
morphing into a Velociraptor, accompanied by scary
carnival organ music. Or
girls sharing dinnerware
filled with feces, or other
dumb shit that has no relevance to anything whatsoever. I use StumbleUpon, I
browse Facebook and I read
hipster Web comics.
Ninety-nine percent of
the Internet is a complete
waste of (actual) time and
(virtual) space, and, contrary to popular belief,
people can still manage to
survive without it. Just ask
George. He might be too
stoned or preoccupied with
eating Wild Berry Skittles to
tell you, but at least he won’t
be too busy dicking around
on YouTube or Twitter.

buying dish soap.
I think the appeal of reality
television lies in the fact that, despite its unsettling irrationality,
there’s still something very comforting about its predictability.
You know, for example, that when
a competition is involved, there
will be an elimination every week
following some sort of formulaic
judging session. You know that,
in most cases, you will be watching a heavily scripted shit show.
In short: You always know
what you’re getting into.
The world of reality television
is essentially just an exaggerated,
one-dimensional version of the
(actual) “real world” we’re living
in. And if I need to escape there
for an hour each week before trying again to be a good student and
a good boss and a good friend,
then maybe that’s OK.
allison.maier@umontana.edu

Letters to the
Editor

By Karen Garcia

Yankees fans are ungrateful
Imagine winning 27 World Series (thanks a lot Phillies),
having more hall-of-famers and more championships than
anyone else and it’s still not good enough for you. As a lifelong sports and baseball fan, I have grown to hate the Yankees for winning and doing what my lowly Seattle Mariners
can’t. You may say this is hatred for no reason and I’m just
being bitter, which is true. But my hatred for Yankees fans,
equally as potent as for the team itself, is a bit more justified.  
They are greedy. They are ungrateful. And worst of all,
they are arrogant.  
Maybe this is because to appreciate anything, you have
to live awhile without it. You, Troy Warzocha, are bitching because your team can only manage to win once every
three years while fans of, let’s say the Chicago Cubs, have
been waiting for more than a century to get another title. A
real fan knows and has experienced the suffering his team
experiences with a loss. You know nothing.
  I can’t honestly tell if your article was a joke or not,
but either way it’s pathetic. If you aren’t joking, then you
need to seriously try sports from a new angle. The Yanks
go fishing with dynamite while everybody else has a stick
and string. I’m not saying it’s unfair because that’s just how
the sport is. I realize that. If you are joking, though, you are
even more pathetic. Come down off your pedestal. You are
cocky, conceited and everything that’s wrong with Yankee
Nation. You’re an embarrassment to the sport.
And to you Kaimin, how could you print such an awful
article? It must have been a slow sports day for you to give
Troy a means to do his whining and complaining.
AJ Mazzolini
junior, print journalism

karen.garcia@umontana.edu
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assumes no control over policy or
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I try to convince myself that
the stack of Newsweek magazines
and Chronicle of Higher Education newspapers on my coffee table outweigh that one episode of
“Tool Academy” I watched.
I remind myself that I got an
A on my last French quiz before
I delve into “America’s Next Top
Model.”
I tell myself that if “West
Wing” were still on the air, I’d
be watching that instead of “The
Real Housewives of Atlanta.”
I try to convince myself that
I’m not as pathetic as a lot of
other people because I don’t worship the freaks on reality TV and
would never want to be on such
a show myself — I only use the
phrase “I should have a reality
show” to be ironic, in moments
when a friend will call me on a
Friday night to ask what I’m doing and I have to say that I’m

s

The Internets are a series of tubes

Meet George (sort of).
George is my boyfriend’s
roommate. He works at HyVee (a Midwest grocery
chain) and, until a couple
days ago, sported a fuzzy
blonde mustache that, I can
only imagine, functioned as
a seriously effective female
repellant.
George celebrated his
24th birthday last Friday. It
consisted of a trip to Taco
John’s (during which Seal’s
“Kiss from a Rose” was
blasted from the car speakers), followed by a basement
viewing of Transformers 2,
during which he fell asleep.
George is currently in possession of several hundred
bags of expired Wild Berry
Skittles, his favorite candy
ever.
Aside from his propensity
for stale confections, George
is a very average dude. He
works, sleeps, eats and generally exists in the same
manner as most Americans
do. But yesterday, George’s
mother — a middle-aged
woman — had to explain
to him what Twitter is. Because, you see, George does
not use the Internets (no,
none of them). In all likelihood, he believes them to be
a series of tubes.
In addition to having
zero Internet access, George
also does not have an e-mail
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ASUM supports part of UM’s financial plan
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
The ASUM Senate supported a little more than half of the
University of Montana’s drafted
proposals to compensate for the
withdrawal of federal stimulus
funds in 2011.
At its weekly meeting Wednesday, the senate unofficially approved 18 of the 29 proposed
elements in the first draft of a
budget plan that aims to find solutions for the withdrawal of $3.6
million in one-time federal assistance from UM’s annual general
fund.
The majority of the concern
with the proposals focused on
the plan not adequately supporting faculty, possibly reducing the
quality of education, and isolating students from necessary financial aid.
ASUM President Matt Fennell
introduced the draft to the senate to increase discussion from
the student perspective. Fennell
serves on the Strategic Budget
and Planning Committee that
created the draft.
“I was pleased we got to go
through every item,” Fennell said.
“Their 20 minds can think much
more deeply about the impacts on
students than me by myself.”
The senate opposed such ideas
as separating wintersession from

spring semester for billing, increasing faculty workload, reducing the number of tuition
waivers available to students,
reducing course offerings, changing the upper limit on the tuition
“flat spot” when students are not
charged for additional credits,
increasing post-baccalaureate tuition, instituting a hiring freeze
and raising the administrative
fee levied on University organizations such as ASUM and UM
athletics by 1 percent.
“I am severely concerned that
all that’s being brought forward is
all on the shoulders of staff and
faculty,” Senator Ray Davis said.
“There are tons of things that
have underlying implications.”
Some believed the pending
deficit called for some level of
student sacrifice.
“I love wintersession, but I
really do think that we have to
make it financially viable,” Senator Erik Rose said. “Since we
don’t make any money off of it
and we are paying people to teach
and have buildings running, it has
to pay for itself.”
Other senators argued that
measures such as separating wintersession from spring semester, redefining the University’s
tuition flat spot after 12 credit
hours and reducing the number of tuition waivers would be

unacceptable because they might
dissuade students from pursuing
multiple degrees, increase the
monetary pressure on students
already relying on financial aid
or reduce the number of out-ofstate students who could afford to
attend UM.
Discussion on the draft also
focused on whether some items
would unfairly ask faculty to
do more work on top of already
heavy workloads, despite not receiving a pay increase in years.
“I think our faculty do enough.
We have to pry into their office
for office hours as it is,” Davis
said. “They signed up for a job
and for us to walk in and just say,
‘You are doing more’ is unfair.”
ASUM adviser and chemistry
professor Garon Smith said teaching more classes might mean faculty would do less research.
“It would shift faculty attention from doing research and
scholarly activities to doing more
teaching,” Smith said. “I don’t
think it would increase the workload but it would just decrease
more creative or exploratory uses
of their time.”
Vice President Emily May
said some of the items could conflict with UM’s long term goal
to grow as a research university
as outlined in the developing
Academic Strategic Plan for the

next five years.
She also worried about faculty
impacts trickling down to students.
“I think that when faculty
suffer, their students suffer, so I
think we should really watch out
for our faculty,” May said. “It
would make a real difference in
our ability to attract good faculty
to this university.”
Senator Patrick Rhea noted
that one item proposing to reduce course offerings could have
broader implications for faculty.
“It goes on to say how much
we would save by firing adjunct
professors,” Rhea said.
The senate voted in favor of
allowing some faculty to voluntarily reduce their hours, waiting
to fill non-critical positions, reducing salaries for some administrators by 1 percent, eliminating non-essential travel, reducing
the number of staff cell phones
paid for by the University, reducing the number of events for staff
and donors, limiting professional
development expenses, reducing
retiree benefits, eliminating university centers and institutes that
are not self supporting, increasing credit card transaction fees
and prohibiting construction not
already funded.
In other business, May asked
the senate to stay up to date on

the debate about the draft of
UM’s Academic Strategic Plan
and an Amtrak proposal to reopen a route from Chicago to
Seattle that would pass through
Missoula.
At the meeting, ASUM also
invited UM’s sustainability director Cherie Peacock and ASUM’s
sustainability coordinator Erica
Bloom to discuss the progress of
UM’s “greening” goals.
Peacock said the University
will hold an open house Nov. 17
to introduce the first draft to the
public.
“We will be inviting comments,” Peacock said. “It’s still
a draft, but I think it’s really important for students to become
part of this process.”
Fennell also announced the
resignation of ASUM Renter
Center director Olivia Riutta,
who is leaving to accept a position with the nonprofit Montana
Women Vote.
“My goal is to be part time
through the selection process of
my replacement,” Riutta said. “I
think it’s imperative that the students who are having a landlordtenant problem can get this essential student service.”
ASUM will not hold a meeting
next week because of the Veterans’ Day holiday.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu
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Graduate class sets up Web site
to discuss change in Obama enthusiasm

Kathryn Bryan/Montana Kaimin

When asked his opinion of Obama a year after the election, a student shrugs in response as he poses for
a picture. The Rethink‘08 campaign was organized by graduate students at the University of Montana’s
School of Journalism Wednesday afternoon in the UC. The campaign asked students to tweet their opinion of Obama and pose for photos, expressing their opinions visually. A slideshow of the pictures played
on a TV in the UC atrium.

Carmen George
Montana Kaimin
Some students flashed big grins or
looks of uncertainty to photographers
Wednesday to visually express how they
felt about President Barack Obama when
he was first elected and how they feel now,
a year later.
The interviews without words were part
of a “telescope” event for Rethink’08, a
new interactive Web project created by a
University of Montana journalism graduate seminar class. The Web site aims to
inform, stimulate and moderate conversation about what happened to the enthusiasm associated with the 2008 presidential
election.
About 50 students participated in the interviews without words on the main floor
of the UC. Their photos were then added
to a slideshow that played on a television
set in the UC throughout the event, which
lasted from noon to 4 p.m. Another television set showed a live Twitter feed with
comments about Obama from students that
stopped by the Rethink station.
“We knew we wanted to make it really
Web active and Twitter was a great way to
do that,” said Gillette Vaira, one of eight
students in the Journalism and Society
class that set up the project.
The Twitter feed and photos will be
posted on the project’s Web site, www.
rethink08.wordpress.com, where students
can continue the discussion. Students can
also vote on the best photo and the winner
will receive a free photo portrait session
with a grad student.
Henriette Löwisch, UM associate journalism professor, said there was general
enthusiasm among youth around Election
Day last year that seems to have gone away.

Rethink’08 has set up an infrastructure
that gives students a chance to weigh in using new discussion tools, such as Twitter,
photos and video podcasts.
The class will report using a combination of new media and traditional news
features, Löwisch said. She said some of
these news features may address questions
like: “Is it really true that young voters got
Obama in?”, “What happened in politics
within this past year that may have turned
people off?” and “Do the youth really have
input, or is this just a gimmick?”
Löwisch hopes the Web project will give
students the opportunity to think about and
formulate an answer to questions that have
already been in the back of most of their
minds. Rethink’08 is designed as a local
discussion forum for those between the
ages of 19 and 30, although the class would
also like to launch it internationally within
the semester. Löwisch is originally from
Germany and two of the eight students involved are also from foreign countries.
This class hopes the project will provoke discussion that leads to action.
“What do you want to accomplish?
Do you just want to decide every four
years who’s your rock star and then vote
for that rock star and that’s it?” Löwisch
said. “People in other countries are asking,
‘Will this young generation save America?
Will they do it, or will they go down?’”
Löwisch said she hopes more young
people in America feel that there is something at stake and that they will be the ones
responsible for making this country better.
“You can actually change things, but
you have to actually kick ass,” she said.
“It’s not going to just come from voting
once and thinking Obama is cool.”
carmen.george@umontana.edu
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Credit for fitness
Students plan to escape the classroom
for HHP classes next semester

Shandra Bradshaw
Montana Kaimin
The University of Montana
offers unique opportunities to
students who would like to replace their classroom walls with
mountain peaks, a swimming
pool or whitewater rapids.
Every semester, the University’s Health and Human Performance (HHP) activities program
provides students with new and
different alternatives to the classic classroom learning environment through all things active.
UM
HHP
instructor Chris
Riley said the
program gives
students
a
unique chance
to try something
new.
“The
program offers a little something for
everyone,” Riley
said. “From beginning fitness, to
yoga, to tai chi.”
Riley, who started as a substitute instructor five years ago and
now regularly teaches racquetball, said he thinks the program
is unique compared to other universities because of the variety of
classes that are offered.
Unlike some other institutions, UM’s HHP program gives
students the option of receiving
credit for learning a new activity,
which puts an entirely different
spin on their educational experience.
Riley said the most unique
classes offered through the program this semester are the classes like tai chi or mountain biking, which a student may not be
able to experience outside of the
program.
“We try to cover the entire fitness spectrum,” Riley said. “It’s

“

a unique program that has a lot of
classes not offered other places.”
For students who would like
to venture outside of a classroom
this coming semester, the HHP
program offers classes like fundamentals of kayaking, whitewater rafting, fly-fishing, mountain
biking, alpine skiing and snowboarding.
For those with indoor fitness
in mind, there are classes like mat
Pilates, beginning fitness, yoga,
tai chi and weight training, to
name a few.

variety of classes.
“A lot of the classes may
not be unique to Missoula, but
they’re unique in the experiences
they offer,” Corti said.
The most popular activities
classes tend to fill very quickly
every semester and Corti said
their popularity usually depends
on current trends.
“Before I was here, weight
training was very popular,” Corti
said. “Now it’s mostly our yoga
and fitness classes.”
Within the first week of
regist ration,
almost all yogarelated classes
filled.
Other
classes,
such
cardio and core,
fundamentals of
fly-fishing and
mixed martial
Chris Riley, UM HHP instructor
arts, are on
the brink of
capacity.
And for a completely different
Corti said one of the most
fitness experience, HHP offers popular classes filling quickly,
introduction to hula, belly danc- and her favorite, is the beginning
ing, trampoline, aerial acrobatics fitness class, which allows people
and fencing.
to get back into shape through a
UM junior Shana Worcester variety of methods.
said she is thinking about taking
Both Corti and Riley recomadvantage of one of these unique mend that students decide what
outside opportunities by signing they’re looking to get out of a
up for beginning snowboarding class before signing up.
next semester.
“It all depends on if they’re
“I’m excited because it gives looking for indoors, outdoors,
me the chance to learn how to do cardio or to get in a hard-core
something new with other peo- workout,” Corti said.
ple at my skill level for credit,”
All HHP activities classes are
Worcester said.
on the credit/no credit grading
Worcester will be joining system and are based on attenhundreds of other UM students dance and participation.
shanda.bradshaw@umontana.edu
next semester, ranging from beginners to experts, who will be
receiving credit just for participating.
Adrienne Corti, the HHP
activity class director, said the
program aims to offer a wide

We try to cover the entire
fitness spectrum. It’s a unique
program that has a lot of classes
not offered other places.
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Former Outlaws player pleads
guilty in cocaine conspiracy
Associated Press
BILLINGS — Former Billings
Outlaws football player Shon Flores
pleaded guilty Wednesday to trafficking nearly 20 pounds of cocaine
around the state from August 2008 to
June 2009.
Flores, 32, entered his plea to conspiracy to possess cocaine with intent
to distribute it. U.S. District Judge
Richard Cebull scheduled his sentencing for Feb. 10, and Flores faces
a mandatory minimum sentence of 10
years in prison.
Prosecutors say Flores’ co-conspirators were a loosely knit group of
current and former players with the
Indoor Football League team, and
their customers included business
owners, professionals and salesmen.
Court records did not identify those
people.
However, later Wednesday, three
more former Outlaws players —
Andy Petek, 31; Chase Raynock, 32;
and Robert E. Reed, 34 — were arraigned on conspiracy to possess cocaine with the intent to distribute it
and possession with the intent to distribute cocaine. Terra Chesarek, 37
and Edward Alvin White II, 29, were
arraigned on the same charges before
U.S. Magistrate Carolyn Ostby.
Pleading guilty Wednesday along
with Flores were Athena Beaumont,
28, and Tara Rauschendorfer, 24, who
lived with Flores. They are scheduled
to be sentenced Feb. 4.
Prosecutors say the FBI and the
Drug Enforcement Administration
were investigating separate cocaine
cases in Billings in late 2008 when
they realized the suspects had the
same supply source, determined to be
Flores. Undercover agents from both
agencies purchased cocaine from
Flores and others to build their case.
Authorities determined Flores or
others obtained the cocaine from Salt
Lake City.

Flores, a defensive back, earned
second-team All-America honors
from The Sports Network as a senior
at Montana State in 1999. He transferred to MSU from West Hills Junior
College in 1998, earning all-Big Sky
Conference honors both seasons. He
is originally from Kailua, Hawaii.
His attorney, Vern Woodward, said
Flores played for the Outlaws for six
years before leaving in 2006.
Petek, a Helena native who lists
a Livingston address, and Raynock,
of Billings, are former University of
Montana football players who last
played for the Outlaws in 2004.
Raynock was an offensive line
coach with the Outlaws, but his biography was taken off the team’s Web
site Wednesday afternoon. Raynock
was a second team All-America offensive lineman at Montana in 1999,
was assigned to the Amsterdam Admirals of NFL Europe by the Tennessee Titans in 2001 and later played
for the B.C. Lions and the Hamilton
Tiger-Cats of the Canadian Football
League. He ended his playing career
as a member of the Outlaws in 2004.
Petek was named the Big Sky
Conference defensive MVP in 2000,
set the school’s single season record
for sacks with 19.5, earned first team
All-America honors at defensive end
and was the runner-up for the 2000
Buck Buchanan Award, which is given to the best defensive player in the
now-Football Championship Subdivision. Petek played for the Frankfurt
Razorbacks in the German Football
League in 2002-03 and for the Outlaws in 2003-04.
Reed was a wide receiver at Ole
Miss and played for the San Diego
Chargers and the Oakland Raiders in
the NFL and the Calgary Stampeders
of the Canadian Football League before playing indoor football, including for the Outlaws. He is a former
Outlaws offensive coordinator.
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Students going green

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

David Merrill, a volunteer for the Alliance for Climate Protection and Repower America, sets up a video camera so freshman Sean Keuch can record a testimonial in support of climate change. The video
will be added to a mosaic wall of nationwide testimonials on http://www.RepowerAmerica.org. Merrill and other volunteers are advocating support for clean energy, and encouraging students and community members to write to Sen. Jon Tester and Sen. Max Baucus.

REAL WORLD
From page 1
cameras will no doubt walk away
with a unique life experience.
“That’s why it’s an opportunity,”
she said.
University of Montana freshman
Kincaid Day said it’s not about how
fake the show is when it comes out
of production — the experience for
him would be nothing but reality.

“It’d be a good life experience,”
he said. “A good experience in general to be on TV, to have a good
time.”
Of course, at the end of the day,
it’s still just a TV show.
“I want to live in a mansion and
be televised,” said sophomore Barbara Hollingshead. “Hot climates
and hot men. I’m all about it.”
joshua.potter@umontana.edu
justin.franz@umontana.edu

MILLER
From page 1
the heating plant near Aber
Hall when she tried to climb it.
“Obviously, we don’t want
them to do that for exactly the
same reasons we’ve experienced today,” Brunell said.
Although students have
faced student conduct code violations in the past for climbing
on buildings, Lemcke said he
doesn’t expect the student to
face any disciplinary action.
michael.gerrity@umontana.edu

www.
montanakaimin
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Lunchtime gossip

Ashley Klein/Montana Kaimin

Senior communication studies major Sydney Jordt, left, catches up with her “high school bestie,” senior economic and environmental studies major Kate Marcille Wednesday afternoon.

Three Mexican doctors accused of selling newborns

Associated Press
MEXICO CITY — Three doctors and a nurse have been arrested
for allegedly selling newborns after telling mothers their babies had
died at a private hospital in Mexico
City, authorities said Wednesday.
Police uncovered the scheme
after one of the women learned her
baby was alive and had been sold
to another woman for 15,000 pesos ($1,130), said Luis Genaro, the
capital’s deputy attorney general.

The woman gave birth to a girl
through cesarean section at the
Central West Hospital in a working-class district in October 2008,
Genaro said at a news conference.
He said she told authorities she
heard her baby cry but when she
asked to see the child, doctors told
her she had to wait until the effects
of the anesthetics wore off. Later,
doctors told her the baby had been
taken to another hospital. A day
later, the woman was told her baby

died and had been cremated, Genaro said.
The woman learned the truth
from an-email sent to her by a man
believed to be the son of the hospital director, Genaro said.
The woman accused of buying
the newborn has been arrested.
Three doctors, a nurse and a receptionist from the hospital are also in
custody.
Genaro said police believe the
group sold several newborn babies

but have not yet determined how
many. They face charges of trafficking in minors, organized crime
and falsifying documents.
He said a married couple has
also been arrested for allegedly
paying the hospital to falsify a
birth certificate for a baby that the
pair had been given.
In a report this year, the U.S.
State Department described Mexico as “a large source, transit and
destination country” for human

trafficking. The majority of victims are undocumented migrants
and women and children trafficked
for sexual exploitation, according
to the 2009 Trafficking in Persons
report, which studied the problem
worldwide.
The report said that although
Mexico was stepping up efforts to
crack down, convictions against
human traffickers remain rare. The
report said no trafficking offenders
were convicted in Mexico in 2008.
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White House distances itself from electoral losses
Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The White
House distanced itself Wednesday
from Democratic losses in two
states, saying the races for governor hinged on local issues and
were not a referendum on President Barack Obama.
The Republican victories Tuesday in Virginia and New Jersey
energized the opposition and are a
setback for Obama as he struggles
to overhaul the U.S. health care
system, win passage of climate
change legislation, and build political support for his handling of
the war in Afghanistan.
They could also be ominous for
Democrats ahead of next year’s
midterm elections, when a third
of the Senate, all of the House of
Representatives and most governorships are on the ballot.
But White House press secretary Robert Gibbs told reporters
that voters in both states went to
the polls to work through “very
local issues that didn’t involve the
president.”

The presidential spokesman
said that voters were concerned
about the economy. He said “I
don’t think the president needed
an election or an exit poll to come
to that conclusion.”
Before leaving for an education
speech in the state of Wisconsin
on Wednesday, Obama called the
two Republicans who won gubernatorial contests on Tuesday,
Chris Christie in New Jersey and
Robert McDonnell in Virginia, to
offer congratulations. Obama also
called Democrat Bill Owens, who
won a special election for a congressional seat in New York.
Tuesday’s elections marked
some good news for Republicans,
who lost control of Congress in
2006 and lost the White House last
year. It will help them raise money
and recruit candidates to prepare
for next year’s election.
Republican Party Chairman
Michael Steele said the victories
demonstrated “a transcendent party” that was on the move again.
Steele told CBS’s “The Early

Show” that he believes the Republican Party has “really found its
voice again” after sustaining damaging losses last year.
In Virginia, Bob McDonnell,
a former conservative state attorney general, easily defeated
R. Creigh Deeds to become the
state’s first Republican governor in
eight years. The state, once a Republican stronghold, had elected
Democratic senators in 2006 and
2008. Last year, Obama was the
first Democratic presidential candidate to win the state since 1964.
McDonnell won with nearly 59
percent of the vote.
McDonnell’s Republican supporters were delirious. A victory
party crowd screamed, waved
signs and chanted “Go, Bob, go!”
when he was declared the victor.
In the traditionally Democratic
state of New Jersey, Republican
Chris Christie, a former corruption-busting federal prosecutor,
narrowly defeated Gov. Jon Corzine, a billionaire former Wall
Street executive, by a margin of 49
percent to 45 percent. Independent
candidate Chris Daggett had about
6 percent.
Democrats took some solace by
winning the closely watched special election for a Republican-held
vacant seat in the 23rd Congressional District in New York state
that highlighted fissures between
moderates and conservatives in
Republican ranks.
Long before Tuesday’s vote, the

White House rejected suggestions
that the gubernatorial elections
would be tantamount to referendums on Obama. Indeed, the votes
took place in just two of the 50
U.S. states. Local issues and personalities dominated campaigns.
Still, exit polls showed more
than four in 10 voters in Virginia
said their view of Obama factored
into their choice. Those voters
roughly split between expressing support and opposition for
the president. The Obama factor
was similar in New Jersey, though
there were slightly more voters
who said the president did not factor into their choice.
Obama had inserted himself
into the races, campaigning for
both Corzine and Deeds and appearing in their advertisements.
But Obama’s popularity has faded some since the early days of
the presidency and clearly wasn’t
strong enough to make a difference in the campaigns.
That point will not be lost on
moderate Democrats seeking reelection in conservative districts
and states. They may be reluctant
to back Obama on issues like climate change and health care if it
means antagonizing local voters — especially if Obama lacks
the political heft to carry them
through the next election.
Interviews with voters leaving
polling stations in both Virginia
and New Jersey were filled with
reasons for Democrats to be

concerned and for Republicans
to be optimistic, particularly
about independents, who often
determine the outcomes of U.S.
elections.
Independents played a critical
role in Obama’s victory last year.
But after more than a year of recession, they fled from Democrats
in the two states, where the economy trumped all other issues.
Associated Press exit polls
showed that nearly a third of voters in Virginia described themselves as independents, and nearly
as many in New Jersey did. They
preferred McDonnell by almost a
2-1 margin over Deeds in Virginia, and Christie over Corzine by a
similar margin.
Last year, independents split
between Obama and Republican
John McCain in both states.
Democratic Party Chairman
Tim Kaine said the shift among
independent voters was difficult to
interpret.
“We’re going to have to scratch
our heads a little bit on that one,”
he told CNN. He added that
Obama continues to enjoy even
stronger support among independent voters than he has in the past.
In both states, the surveys also
suggested the Democrats had difficulty turning out their base, including the large numbers of firsttime minority and youth voters
whom Obama attracted.
In other races Tuesday, voters
in the northeastern state of Maine
rejected a state law that would allow same-sex couples to wed. If
supporters had prevailed, it would
have marked the first time that the
electorate in any state endorsed
gay marriage.
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Wagner’s crew looks for big wins on the road

Whitney Hobbs (19) and Brittany Quick (4) block a spike during Friday night’s match against Portland State in the West Auxiliary Gym. The Vikings beat the Griz 3-0.

Troy Warzocha
Montana Kaimin
The Grizzly volleyball team
will pack its bags for only the second time in the last month, waving
goodbye to the friendly confines
of the West Auxiliary Gym and
heading south to face two teams
looking for revenge on their home
courts.
“We go and we take one opponent at a time, no matter where it’s
at,” said UM assistant coach Gina
Schmidt. “Obviously it’s an important week for us.”
Montana will take on secondplace Northern Colorado (9-2,
16-9 overall) on Thursday and
sixth-place Northern Arizona (4-7,
7-13 overall) on Saturday.
The Griz are coming off a split
last weekend at home against Portland State and Eastern Washing-

ton. UM was swept by Portland
State, but got it together against
Eastern, taking down the Eagles
in four sets.
“I think that Saturday we got
our stride back,” said junior outside hitter Stephanie Turner. “We
got back to who we were again.”
The Griz (6-5, 10-12 overall)
are looking to put another winning
streak together as conference season winds down and UM continues to battle Sacramento State (55, 15-11 overall) for the fourth and
final Big Sky Conference playoff
spot.
After a season-high four-match
winning streak, the Griz have lost
two of their last three matches and
they feel as if they’ve returned to a
high level of play through dealing
with the recent adversity.
“I think that we needed (adver-

sity) a little bit in order to remind
ourselves how hard it is,” Turner
said. “It also reminds us that (success) is attainable, though.”
“We know they’re good teams,
and we know we have to play
well,” Schmidt said. “All we can
focus on is ourselves and our level
of play.”
Continued success isn’t going
to be easy against either team this
week, especially after the Griz
beat both teams decisively last
month.
UM swept Northern Arizona
and gave Northern Colorado its
first conference blemish of the
season on consecutive nights in
Missoula.
In their first meeting, UM
unleashed an offensive barrage against Northern Colorado.
Sophomore middle blocker Brit-

tany Quick led the way, hitting
.579 and recording 12 kills.
Junior middle blocker Jaimie
Thibeault hit .385 with 15 kills
and senior outside hitter Whitney Hobbs hit .333 and tallied 12
kills.
Defensively, the Griz had
three players with double-digit
digs, while Northern Colorado
had none. Montana also outblocked the Bears 10-6 in the
match.
Against Northern Arizona, it
was all about the Grizzly defense
as they suffocated the Lumberjacks’ offense and forced NAU
to commit a multitude of errors.
The Griz ended up holding
Northern Arizona to a miniscule .009 hitting percentage for
the match as they out-blocked
the Lumberjacks 11-6 and once

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

again had three players with
double-digit digs.
Junior libero Brittney Brown
dominated in the back row with
a match-high 17 digs. Redshirt
freshman outside hitter Paige
Branstiter finished with 12 digs.
Even senior setter Taryn Wright
got into the act from a traditionally offensive position, contributing 11 digs.
Although both matches were
played in front of the home fans,
the Griz are confident they can
take their rediscovered confidence on the road and be successful in hostile environments.
“It was so nice to be home
for a while and we took care of
business at home,” Turner said.
“I think we’re ready to get over
there and take care of business.”
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu

Ecstasy in the Bronx: Yankees win title No. 27
Associated Press
NEW YORK — Paint the
town in pinstripes! Nearly a decade after their dynasty ended
on a blooper in the desert, the
New York Yankees are baseball's best again.
Hideki Matsui tied a
World Series record with
six RBIs, Andy Pettitte
won on short rest and New
York beat the Philadelphia
Phillies 7-3 in Game 6 on
Wednesday night, finally seizing that elusive 27th title — the
most in all of sports.
It was the team's first since

winning three straight from
1998 to 2000.
Matsui, the Series MVP, powered a quick rout of old foe Pedro
Martinez. And when Mariano
Rivera got the final out, it was
ecstasy in the Bronx for George
Steinbrenner's
go-for-broke
bunch.
What a way for Alex Rodriguez, Derek Jeter and crew to
christen their $1.5 billion ballpark: one season, one championship.
And to think it capped a season that started in turmoil — a
steroids scandal involving ARod, followed by hip surgery

that kept him out until May.
"My teammates, coaches and
the organization stood by me
and now we stand here as world
champions," Rodriguez said.
"We're going to enjoy it, and
we're going to party!"
During postgame ceremonies on the field, the big video
board in center flashed: "Boss,
this is for you." And commissioner Bud Selig dedicated the
moment to Steinbrenner.
About 100 miles south, disappointment.
For Chase Utley and the
Phillies, it was a frustrating end
to another scintillating season.

Philadelphia fell two wins short
of becoming the first NL team
to repeat as World Series champions since the 1975-76 Cincinnati Reds.
Ryan Howard's sixth-inning
homer came too late to wipe
away his World Series slump, and
Phillies pitchers rarely managed
to slow Matsui and the Yankees'
machine.
"It's important in our next
couple years to stay afloat,"
Phillies manager Charlie Manuel said. "I know we can do better."
In a fitting coincidence, this
championship came eight years

to the day after the Yankees
lost Game 7 of the 2001 World
Series in Arizona on Luis Gonzalez's broken-bat single off Rivera.
New York spent billions trying to get back. At long last, it
did.
"We're looking forward to
this parade," Jeter said.
Hey Babe and Yogi, Mr. October and Joltin' Joe — you've
got company. Mark Teixeira,
CC Sabathia and a new generation of Yankees have procured
their place in pinstriped lore.
And for the four amigos, it
was ring No. 5.
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Fans throughout NYC celebrate Yankees’ title
Associated Press
NEW YORK — Hundreds
of Yankees fans poured into the
streets of New York early Thursday to celebrate the team's 27th
World Series championship, a
party that extended uptown and
began building hours earlier when
the crowd at Yankee Stadium
danced and sang to the music even
before the first pitch.
Fans in Yankees jerseys and
hats who watched the 7-3 victory
over Philadelphia at sports bar
Stout spilled out onto 33rd Street
between Sixth and Seventh avenues early Thursday in Manhattan. Greeted by an NYPD van,
several patrol cars with lights
flashing and officers standing
on street corners, they remained
well-behaved.
New York City police said

there were no early reports of disturbances related to the Yankees
victory.
A ticker-tape parade and ceremony to honor the team has been
scheduled for Friday, the mayor's
office said.
Outside the team's $1.5 billion
ballpark in the Bronx, 16-yearold Ryan Wessel of Somers, N.Y.,
bought two Yankees hat right after
the game. He reveled in the team's
win, underscored by Hideki Matsui's record-tying six RBIs. Matsui was named World Series MVP.
"He definitely should have gotten it," Wessel said. "He's my favorite player."
The Yankees "have a great attitude, a lot of hard work, really superb performances by clutch players at the right time," said fan Bob
Matsuok of New York, who wore
a Matsui jersey as he watched the
game in northern Manhattan.

Fans at Stout yelled, "MVP!
MVP! MVP!" every time Matsui
came to bat.
The three-level bar was packed
most of Wednesday evening with
fans from as far away as San Diego hanging on every pitch as they
watched Game 6 on flat-screen
televisions.
"It's phenomenal," said Robert
Christiansen, 41, of Malverne,
N.Y. "It's all you can ask for."
When Yankees left-hander Damaso Marte struck out Phillies
second baseman Chase Utley on
three pitches with two runners on
to end the top of the seventh inning, a sense of relief overcame
the packed house at Stout.
The crowd responded to the
strikeout by chanting: "Yankees!
Yankees! Yankees!"
Gabriel Ortega, 28, a credit
card executive from San Diego,
called it "an extraordinary game;

it's keeping us on our toes."
"We love Matsui," said Ortega.
In Manhattan's Chelsea neighborhood, a whoop went out from
bars and restaurants every time
the Yankees recorded an out in the
late innings.
Fans high-fived each other
at the Westside Tavern on 23rd
Street when the game ended.
"Matsui should be the MVP,"
said Tom Murphy, an investor.
Cynthia Lang finished work on
a party cruise boat and watched
the last two innings at a Mexican
restaurant next door.
"The season started off kind
of slow," she said, adding that the
Yankees performed best when it
counted — in the playoffs.
Fans had waited nine years
since the team's last World Series win, a Subway Series against
their crosstown rivals, the Mets, in
2000.

Some were quick to note that
before the series began, Phillies
shortstop Jimmy Rollins had predicted a Philadelphia victory in
five games.
But it was a quiet night on
Broad Street in Philadelphia,
where thousands of fans partied
when the Phillies won the National League championship.
There were no postgame troubles in the city early Thursday,
Philadelphia police spokesman
Officer Stephen Malen said.
At Yankee Stadium, the stands
trembled after each key hit.
A television blimp circled
above the stadium during the entire game, and at one point the
electronic lettering on the side
beamed "Lisa, will you marry me?
Love John."
The blimp circled the stadium
again, and on the next round it
brought the answer: She said "yes."

Relatives mourn at pond where women were found dead
Associated Press
DICKINSON, N.D. — Teammates and family members threw
roses and softballs Wednesday
into the farm pond where three
North Dakota college softball
players were found dead inside
their sunken sport utility vehicle.
But there were few answers to
their most troublesome questions:
How did the women find themselves trapped in the water? How
long did they suffer after frantically calling friends for help?
"I can't believe that my baby is
gone. I miss her terribly. I'm just
wondering ... What went through
her mind while she was still alive
in her last moment?" said Claire
Gemar, of San Diego, whose
22-year-old daughter, Kyrstin,
was among the three Dickinson
State University students pulled
from the small pond after signals
from the phone calls helped lead
authorities to the farm.
No foul play is suspected in the

deaths Gemar; Afton Williamson, 20, of Lake Elsinore, Calif.;
and Ashley Neufeld, 21, of Brandon, Manitoba. The bodies of the
women and Neufeld's dog were
found inside the SUV Tuesday.
The women were believed to
be on a stargazing trip Sunday
night and authorities said they
likely drove straight into the water in the dark. The pond is surrounded by high grass and shrubs
off a narrow gravel road in a pasture north of Dickinson.
"In our minds, all of us have
been reliving what we think they
probably went through," said Gemar's father, Lenny.
Senior softball player Jody
Lantz of St. Walburg, Saskatchewan, said she and fellow students
came to the pond Wednesday "to
understand it a little more, wrap
our heads around it."
"It's going to be weird going
onto the field and knowing that
they're never going to be there,"
Lantz said.

www.montanakaimin.com

Stark County Sheriff Clarence
Tuhy said the women's SUV was
found resting on its wheels Tuesday in about 10 feet of water with
the doors and windows closed.
"When you're not familiar with
an area like that it would have
been very easy to drive into" the
pond, Tuhy said. The sheriff said
the students were on private property. He stopped short of saying
they were trespassing.
The students were believed
to be in the 1997 Jeep Cherokee
when two of their friends received
telephone calls late Sunday before
the lines quickly went dead. Police described the first as a "very
scratchy" call for help in which
one of the students said they were
near water.
Tuhy said the calls, which authorities were able to track to cell
phone towers, were critical in
leading searchers to the vehicle.
He said it wasn't clear if emergency crews might have been able to
reach the women had they called

911 instead of their friends.
Police Lt. Rod Banyai said authorities do not expect autopsy
results for a week or two. The
autopsies will help determine the
exact cause of death and whether
the women were under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Authorities have said there is no indication they were. The North Dakota
Highway Patrol also will examine
the Jeep to determine if the vehicle malfunctioned, Banyai said.
Dickinson State University
President Richard McCallum said
classes were canceled Wednesday and a memorial service was
scheduled on the 2,700-student
campus Thursday. The Dickinson
State staff distributed ribbons in
school colors — dark blue and
silver — in memory of the three
students.
The university listed Gemar
as a senior business major who
played third base on the softball
team. Neufeld was a senior outfielder working on a psychology
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degree, and Williamson, a junior,
was a pitcher majoring in psychology with a minor in coaching.
"I have so many unanswered
questions and thoughts," softball
coach Kristen Fleury said.
Claire Gemar said Wednesday
that she talked to her daughter
Sunday afternoon and she could
hear her two friends in the background. When she told her daughter goodbye, she remembered, "I
said, 'Be safe.' She said, 'I will.'"
The Gemars said they hoped
the women's deaths would remind
people the importance of knowing their surroundings and letting
others know where they are. In
the meantime, Lenny Gemar said
he knows where he daughter is
now.
"We threw out last pitches
to each of the girls," he said of
the gathering at the pond. "That
heavenly softball team someplace
where we hope that they all are.
We know they hit them out of the
park."
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Monkey
business:
Going bananas
for sustainability
Photos By Kat Franchino

“Hobbs,” a UM junior, walks around campus in a gorilla suit Wednesday to promote the sustainability fair his
recreation management class organized. “It gets people’s attention,” he said of the suit.

“Hobbs” gets some help from UM student Mallory Stiff while readjusting his
gorilla suit. “It was made for someone who was short with broad shoulders,”
he said.

“Hobbs” attempts to slack line on the Oval.
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HEALTH
From page 1
and yesterday’s indications from
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid that a Senate bill may not be
passed until 2010 all seem to make
that very clear.
The House is hoping to vote on
its version of the bill by this Saturday, but may hit a few roadblocks.
Rob Saldin, an assistant professor in the political science

department, said Democrats representing conservative districts
might be hesitant to vote for the
House’s more liberal bill after
Tuesday’s off-year elections. The
easy victories of Republican gubernatorial candidates in Virginia
and New Jersey —two states that
Barack Obama carried in the 2008
elections last year — have been
viewed in national media as a sort
of warning shot to the Democratic-controlled Congress and White

House. Many moderate Democrats
in the House may not want to vote
for the trillion-dollar health care
bill for fear of facing the same
kind of defeat in 2010.
“There’s some thinking that
many of the Democrats in Congress will have to really reassess
their position,” Saldin said.
Though it may not live up to
the kind of a sweeping overhaul
that the Democratic Party’s liberal base would like, Saldin said

Thursday, November 5, 2009
he would be surprised if nothing
made it out of Congress.
“In the final analysis, I think
something would get passed,”
Saldin said.
Lawmakers face a long debate,
but Greene said its complications
stem mostly from politics.
In lieu of huge bills, Greene
said, Congress could simply pass
some laws that would not let insurance companies drop coverage
or deny it for arbitrary reasons. If

it coupled that with rewriting the
rules of Medicaid to include people under the age of 65, that would
accomplish a lot of what the bills
are trying to do in a roundabout
way.
But quick and easy does not fit
with one of Greene’s axioms about
the political system.
“Policy is not rational,” Greene
said. “The damn thing is irrational
as hell.”
kimball.bennion@umontana.edu

Chris Brown unsure
about his image

All that racquet

Associated Press
NEW YORK — Chris Brown
says he is unsure about how the
public perceives him since he attacked Rihanna.
Brown beat up his ex-girlfriend
in February and is on probation for
the assault.
In an interview with MTV
News, the 20-year-old says he’s
“confused” about his public image. He says that he thinks his fans
“love me and support me.” But he

acknowledges there are people
“that don’t want to see me do anything ... they wanna see me kind
of, basically in jail.”
He also says he’s trying to get
past the scandal and learn from his
mistakes.
“Chris Brown: The Interview,”
premieres on Friday — the same
day Rihanna’s interview airs on
“20/20.”
The entertainer will release his
third album, “Graffiti,” on Dec. 8.
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Tyler Richardson, bottom, and Phil Zumstein, top, combat each other in a fierce game of intramural racquetball
Wednesday evening. The men’s intramural racquetball league is tallying the standings to see who will play in the finals.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Men’s Large Black Patagonia Jacket
w/National Center for Landscape
Fire Analysis embroidered logo. 544-1342
Lost: In CLAPP Building black/purple
mug printed with ‘witches brew’ and ‘my
other car is a broom’. Call 218-8770.
FOR SALE
Brand New Mattress Sets: Twin mattresses
alone $69.00, Twin sets $139.00, Full sets
$149.00, Queen sets $159.00, King sets
$259.00. Full House Furniture, 549-0601.
Great local deals on all types of brand new
furniture. Please visit our site at
www.fullhousefurniture.com,
or call 549-0601.

Montana Kaimin
Office Staff:

kiosk
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R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

NEED CHRISTMAS CASH? Join the
Holiday season team at The Shipping
Depot! Exciting retail environment, challenging work, lots of customer contact.
No experience necessary, paid training
provided. Flexible scheduling, morning
and afternoon hours available. Packing,
shipping (UPS, FedEx, International), copies, faxes, mail services, we do it all fast
and right. Complete our application form
at The Shipping Depot, 2120 S. Reserve,
by Rosauer’s, or at 1001 E. Broadway, by
Albertson’s Eastgate.

Survey takers needed. Make 5-$25 per
survey. Go to www.GetPaidToThink.com
Local newspaper looking for freelance
writers for special sections. Pay DOE.
Submit 3 writing samples to Tia Metzger
P.O. Box 8029, Missoula, MT 59807
Vet hospital seeking part-time employee
to clean stalls and do basic daily duties. Contact bmvh4646@aol.com
PERSONALS
Tight Budget? Quit smoking/chewing kits
at Curry Room 112
Can’t concentrate? The TM technique
improves focus.
www.tm.org - Paula 207-7496
Feeling Tired? The TM technique brings
deep rest www.tm.org Paula 207-7496.

Counseling and Psychological Services.
Personal counseling appointments
available. Please call 243-4711
Tobacco Free UM…. Why? Spit tobacco
is not a safe alternative. Chew delivers
5 times more nicotine than cigarettes
creating a harder addiction to break, not to
mention the carcinogens.
FOR RENT
Furnished rooms for rent Missoula
everything included-even housekeeper
$310/mo and up call now 866-728-2664
www.ValueAddedRentals.com
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from Missoula.
$44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins.
251-6611.

SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student
discount! Computer Central 136
E. Broadway 542-6540
Computer Problems? Free Diagnosis! Free
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
DUI Defense Associates. Don’t Plead
Guilty. Call 721-3726
Take the Tobacco Free UM survey today.
Look for it in your umontana email
account (junk folder too).
MISCELLANEOUS
Bake Sale- 11/5, 8-1pm ground floor
Education Building entrance opposite
Music Building. Tasty goods baked by
teachers!
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HELP WANTED

Amanda Conley
Hannah VanArsdell
Holly Calloway

CLASSIFIEDS

Callisa Block

Rachel Gundlach
Tes Schaefer
Pam Jarnagin & Kara Naftz

Ruth Johnson

